
COVID-19 Vaccine

Tracking

What Makes A Great Vaccine Tracking Program?

Here’s How We Process Vaccination Records

How We Use Vaccination Records

B R O U G H T  T O  Y O U  B Y

Fully Web-browser 
Based

If employees or 
managers need to 
download new apps, 
create accounts, and 
so on, you’ll create too 
much friction.

We keep all vaccination images and attachments 
on file in case you need proof in the future.


Options for Manager 
or Employee Access

Some orgs want each 
employee to do their 
own verification, 
others want 
managers to process 
each one. We allow 
for both options.


Designed for 
Vaccination Cards

We know most folks 
getting COVID-19 
vaccinations are 
getting physical cards. 
We allow for 
uploading 
attachments OR 
seamlessly taking a 
pic from your cell 
phone camera.


Making The Data 
Useful

We log vaccine status 
realtime and present 
that to both our 
clinical team AND 
your dashboards. So 
we can make better 
exclusion 
recommendations 
and keep as many 
people working as 
possible.


Manager-led Upload

Managers have a good view into who is being vaccinated, they 
can hold an employee’s hand through the vaccination process, 
and it’s less likely that there are data entry errors.



Using your login method of choice, we can determine which 
location and staff each manager is responsible for, and then 
present them a list of their employees to choose from.


Some organizations are looking to have managers upload 
vaccine information for their team, others want employees to 
do them directly. We offer both!


Employee Self-Upload

If you don’t want your managers to be a bottle neck, or if you 
don’t want them seeing your employee’s PII for HIPAA reasons, 
we have a version for employees to enter their vaccine records  
themselves, too!



They simply log in and enter their vaccination info.

Make more accurate 
exclusions

See comprehensive reports Stay on top of vaccination 
stats + trends

If you use our wellness 
check program, we can 
immediately be making more 
accurate  exclusion 
recommendations based on 
each employee’s vaccination 
status.



If someone is exposed but 
they are vaccinated and 
within the window of 
immunity, we don’t need to 
exclude them from work and 
YOU don’t need to fill a shift 
or pay sick time!


We can give you as much or 
as little access to this data 
as you need. We offer 
dashboards, full exports of 
vaccination logs, automated 
reports by location or region, 
whatever you need!



(We also can always produce 
one-offs when the health 
department comes knocking!)


Using your employee and 
location info, we can easily 
present you with trends and 
analytics about how much of 
your workforce is getting 
vaccinated.


Schedule a demo to learn more!
Whether you’re an existing wellness checks customer, or 

you’re just looking for vaccination tracking, we can make it 
work for you.

CLICK TO SCHEDULE A DEMO


https://calendly.com/zedic/zhh-zedic-vaccination-tracking



